Hiring contract

Renter:
Classictours | Ifingerstr.28 | 39017 Schenna (BZ) Italy | Tel.: +39 377 4305161
Only the following rentees are authorized to drive the hired vehicle:
Rentee:

Rentee 1

Rentee 2

Name
Surname
Address
Post code / City
Telephone
Email:
Birthday / Birth place:
Passport number:
Driving license numer:
Excecuted by:
Renter and rentee stipulate a contract in relation to the hiring of the following vehicle:
Sort and type:
Producer:
Official registration number:
Condition of the vehicle:

The renter provides the citet car in impeccable technical condition for the rentee. Optical
deficiencies of the paint, scratches of small bodywork damages do not affect driving security
and are accepted by the rentee.

Insurance: There is a third-party vehicle insurance for the hired vehicle.

Fuel:
The hands the vehicle over to the rentee with the following fuel level. The rentee has to return the vehicle with the same fuel level.
Refunding is not possible if the fuel level at return exceeds the previous fuel level.
Füllmenge Benzin
Hiring period:

O full

/

O 1/2

/

O 1/3

Day (Date):

/

O 1/4
Hour:

Start of vehicle hiring period:
Return of the vehicle:
Deposit:
The rentee places a deposit of the following sum at Classic Tours. The deposit is used by the renter to make sure that all claims
resulting from the contract, including possible damage compensation claims, are coverd. The renter can sum up the deposit with the
claims resulting from the hiring contract. The deposit has to be placed at the signing of the hiring contract.
Deposit sum:

Hiring costs and additional costs

Euro

Number

Price

Sum

20% VAT incl.

Net

Hiring price per day
Additional chilometres
Refueling costs
Navigation - System
Delivery
Cleaning fee

Total
Date:

Classictours Oldtimer rental – Hiring conditions and hiring information are
fundamental components of this hiring contract and are acknowledged by this
signature:

Signature rentee

Signature renter

Condition protocol

Renter:

Rentee:

Vehicle:

Type:

Classictours
Ifingerstr. 28 I – 39017 Schenna

Registration number:

Completion certificate for the
following motorcar

Condition at collection

Condition at return

Mileage – Km (150 km=free, additionalkm= € 0,50)

km

km

Equipment
Registration certificate

x

Keys

x

Tool kit

x

First aid kit

x

Breakdown triangle

x

Reflective vest

x

Other

Fuel
Fuel level

O fuell
O 1/3

O 1/2
O 1/4

O fuell
O 1/3

O 1/2
O 1/4

Ölstand

O fuell
O 1/3

O 1/2
O 1/4

O fuell
O 1/3

O 1/2
O 1/4

Bodywork
Bodywork damage at collection
--none-(if present, marked with crosses)

-------------------------------

Bodywork damage at return
(if present marked with circles)
Date:

The protocol is acknowledged by the following signature:

Rentee

Renter

General information:
Our prices include 150 Free-chilometres third-party vehicle insurance with a limit of
liability of Euro 11.000.000.
The renter has to pay all the costs arising from the use of the vehicle (particularly
refueling and parking fees or the costs caused by the use of toll streets, etc.).
Hiring contract:
The rente concludes a written hiring contract with the renter. A hiring day starts at 6.pm.
of the hiring day and ends at 6 p.m. of the following day. Transgression will be charged
with charging the fee of an additional hiring day.
Collection:
The collection of the vehicle takes place at 39017 Schenna. A delivery to a Hotel is
possible against payment of a fee. The vehicle has to be checked for damage by the
rentee at collection. There is a condition protocol for this purpose that will be signed by
rentee and renter. Reparation of the vehicle can only be done after approval of the renter.
Supplies:
Mandatory reflective vest, first aid kit and breakdown damage are inside the vehicle.
Age of the driver:
Required minimum age is 26 years.
Driving license: The driver has to posses an at least 3 year old valid driving license of the
class 3 (or B euro norm), that has to be presented in combination with a valid passport at
the contract formation (Attention: the actual driving license has to be presented at the
formation, a copy won’t be accepted).
Deposit:
The rentee has to place a deposit of Euro 1.000,00 cash.
Additional drivers: The only person authorized for driving the hired vehicle is the person
citet in the hiring contract. We charge and administrational fee of Euro 10,00 per day and
driver, if the vehicle is used by more person.
Rules for refueling:
The rentee is obliged to return the vehicle with at least the same fuel level as at the
collection. Classictours charges a flat rate of Euro 50,00 otherwise. Refunding of refueling
costs by Classictours is not possible.
Entry ban: The rentee cannot cross the borders to any other country. Exceptions have to
be arrenged in written form.
Delivery to/from hotel:
At request. The delivery fee is euro 20,00 within 10 km. For every further km will be
charged Euro 1,00
Third-party vehicle insurance:
The hiring fee includes a third party vehicle insurance that with a liability limit of Euro
11.000.000,00 for damage of persons or goods (Attention: Ther is no insurance on
hull)
Damage at the hired care il not covered by insurance.
Insurance liability is omitted particularly in cases of disturbance of
conscioussness by alcohol, medicine of drugs.
In case of damage, the insured person has to communicate the damage to the insurance
company and the renter immediately or, at the latest, the following day. A certificate of
insurance can be found within the documentation.
Driving unpaved roads is forbidden an not covered by insurance.

Insurance doesn’t cover damages caused by:
− Damages caused by violation of the general hiring conditions by the rentee
− Damages caused by deliberate or grossly negligent actions
− Loss or damaging of the keys
− Damages of the underbody - oilsump
− Stolen or damaged (in the course of an accident) private objects
− Consequential costs such as overnight stay in hotels, phone costs, etc.
The following rules have to be considered in case of damage:
− Contact Classictours immediately
− Call the police and insist on the compilation of a police report in cas a third party is
involved in the accident
− Insist on the compilation and signature of a damage report by Classictours at the
restitution of the vehicle.
We have to inform you that deposit cannot be returned if the insurance doesn’t cover
most of the damage.
Withdrawal fee:
Withdrawal has to be communicated only to Classictours in written form.
The Withdrawal fee consists in Euro 50,00 until 3 days prior to the stipulated pick up day.
Full hiring costs plus an administrational fee of Euro 50,00 will be charged, if the rentee
doesn’t pick up the hired vehicle as stipulated.
Important: Italian traffic law informationens (synopsis / without warranty)
A reflective vest has to be in the vehicle (has to be worn in case of accident or
breakdown on the lane or at side of the road).
Dimmed beam has to be turned on during the day while driving on Italian roads
outside built-up areas or on motorways
Speed limits for vehicles under 3,5 t: 130 km/h on motorways (in case of mist,
rain or snow 110 km/h); 110 km/h on highways (in case of mist, rain or snow 90
km/h)
outside built-up areas 90 km/h– within built-up areas 50 km/h
unconditional mandatory seatbelt wearing
legal alcohol imit in Italy is 0,5
The use of a mobile phone while driving is prohibited in Italy.
It is forbidden to carry a spare can.
Terms and conditions of the hiring contract apply. The contract with Classictours
is subject to Italian law.

ATTENTION: This is a translation of originally german rental conditions. We
would like to inform you that the german conditions apply in any case of
doubt.

Signature Rentee

Signature renter

